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Head or Heart is the second studio album by American singer-songwriter Christina Perri, released on April 1, 2014, via Atlantic Records. It was originally expected to be released on
March 11, 2014, but was pushed back to April 1, 2014. In an interview with Pollstar's Sarah Marie Pittman published on April 25, 2014, Perri described the pressure surrounding the
writing of her second album as unavoidable, stating: "I had to completely trick myself, to be quite honest, and pretend that absolutely nobody Wisdom of the head as well as wisdom of
the heart are most sought after rarities in the world. Both types of wisdom can be likened to divine maturity that is gained after lots of experience. The wisdom of the head can be
likened to super intelligence, whereas the wisdom of the head can be likened to super emotional intelligence guided by intuition. We can not say which wisdom is better? Wisdom is
ultimate possession; either of the two types is sufficient to make the possessor contented and successful.Â Actually beginning to read books is the beginning of wisdom. Books
actually are nothing but the recorded thoughts and experience of great wise men. So when we read a book, we actually read the thoughts and arduously collected life experiences. I
lead from the heart, not the head. Princess Diana. Biography. Author Profession: Royalty. Nationality: British. Born: July 1, 1961. Died: August 31, 1997.Â Sometimes life hits you in
the head with a brick. Don't lose faith. Steve Jobs. Life Faith Lose. Failure at some point in your life is inevitable, but giving up is unforgivable. Joe Biden. Life Failure Your. In the end,
the heart hurts itself. I know lots of you have given many chances to your partner no matter how much he/she hurt you. You go like: â€œBut.. but..Â What matters isn't whether
you're listening to your heart or your head, it's where your values are located. What's the top-level concern in all this heart-vs-head talk? For the most part, the top concern is "me, my
feelings, my needs, my anxieties, my self-image, and my significance." When egocentrism builds the prison, it throws in lots of toys that the mind can play with, but eventually if one is
paying attention, the walls and bars start to become visible. head definition: 1. the part of the body above the neck where the eyes, nose, mouth, ears, and brain are: 2. aâ€¦. Learn
more.Â bury/have your head in the sand. come to a head. get your head round/around sth. get/keep your head down. go over sb's head. have a (good) head for sth. head on.

